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A Pseudo-Polynomial Algorithm for Mean Payoff Stochastic

Games with Perfect Information and Few Random Positions∗

Endre Boros† Khaled Elbassioni‡ Vladimir Gurvich§ Kazuhisa Makino¶

Abstract

We consider two-person zero-sum stochastic mean payoff games with perfect information,
or BWR-games, given by a digraph G = (V,E), with local rewards r : E → Z, and three
types of positions: black VB , white VW , and random VR forming a partition of V . It is a long-
standing open question whether a polynomial time algorithm for BWR-games exists, or not,
even when |VR| = 0. In fact, a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for BWR-games would already
imply their polynomial solvability. In this paper, we show that BWR-games with a constant
number of random positions can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time. More precisely, in any
BWR-game with |VR| = O(1), a saddle point in uniformly optimal pure stationary strategies
can be found in time polynomial in |VW | + |VB |, the maximum absolute local reward, and the
common denominator of the transition probabilities.

1 Introduction

1.1 Basic concepts

We consider two-person zero-sum stochastic games with perfect information and mean payoff: Let
G = (V,E) be a digraph whose vertex-set V is partitioned into three subsets V = VB ∪VW ∪VR that
correspond to black, white, and random positions, controlled respectively, by two players, Black
- the minimizer and White - the maximizer, and by nature. We also fix a local reward function
r : E → Z, and probabilities p(v, u) for all arcs (v, u) going out of v ∈ VR. Vertices v ∈ V and arcs
e ∈ E are called positions and moves, respectively. The game begins at time t = 0 in the initial
position s0 = v0. In a general step, in time t, we are at position st ∈ V . The player who controls
st chooses an outgoing arc et+1 = (st, v) ∈ E, and the game moves to position st+1 = v. If st ∈ VR
then an outgoing arc is choses with the given probability p(st, st+1). We assume, in fact without
any loss of generality, that every vertex in G has an outgoing arc. (Indeed, if not, one can add
loops to terminal vertices.) In general, the strategy of the player is a policy by which (s)he chooses
the outgoing arcs from the vertices (s)he controls. This policy may involve the knowledge of the
previous steps as well as probabilistic decisions. We call a strategy stationary if it does not depend
on the history and pure if it does not involve probabilistic decisions. For this type of games, it will be
enough to consider only such strategies, since these games are known to be (polynomially) equivalent
[BEGM13a] to the perfect information stochastic games considered by Gillette [Gil57, LL69].

In the course of this game players generate an infinite sequence of edges p = (e1, e2, . . .) (a play)
and the corresponding real sequence r(p) = (r(e1), r(e2), . . .) of local rewards. At the end (after
infinitely many steps) Black pays White φ(r(p)) amount. Naturally, White’s aim is to create a
play which maximizes φ(r(p)), while Black tries to minimize it. (Let us note that the local reward
function r : E → R may have negative values, and φ(r(p)) may also be negative, in which case

∗This paper combines the results announced in preliminary versions in [BEGM10, BEGM13c]. Part of this research
was done at the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach during a stay within the ”Research in Pairs” Program
from July 26, 2015-August 15, 2015.
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§RUTCOR, Rutgers University, 640 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway NJ 08854-8003; (gurvich@rutcor.rutgers.edu)
¶Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences (RIMS) Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan;

(makino@kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp)
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White has to pay Black. Let us also note that r(p) is a random variable since random transitions
occur at positions in VR.) Here φ stands for the limiting mean payoff

φ(r(p)) = lim inf
T→∞

∑T
i=0 E[r(ei)]

T + 1
, (1)

where E[r(ei)] is the expected reward incurred at step i of the play.
As usual, a pair of (not necessarily pure or stationary) strategies is a saddle point if neither of

the players can improve individually by changing her/his strategy. The corresponding φ(r(p)) is the
value of the game with respect to initial position v0. Such a pair of strategies are called optimal;
furthermore, it is called uniformly optimal if it provides the value of the game for any initial position.

This class of BWR-games was introduced in [GKK88]; see also [CH08]. The special case when
VR = ∅, BW-games, is also known as cyclic games. They were introduced for the complete bipartite
digraphs in [Mou76], for all (not necessarily complete) bipartite digraphs in [EM79], and for arbitrary
digraphs1 in [GKK88]. A more special case was considered extensively in the literature under the
name of parity games [BV01a, BV01b, CJH04], [Hal07, Jur98, JPZ06], and later generalized also to
include random positions in [CH08]. A BWR-game is reduced to a minimum mean cycle problem
in case VW = VR = ∅, see, e.g., [Kar78]. If one of the sets VB or VW is empty, we obtain a Markov
decision process (MDP), which can be expressed as a linear program; see, e.g., [MO70]. Finally, if
both are empty VB = VW = ∅, we get a weighted Markov chain. In the special case when all rewards
are zero except at special positions called terminals, each of which only has a single outgoing arc
forming a self-loop, we get a stochastic terminal payoff game, and when the self-loops have 0/1
payoffs, and every random position has only two outgoing arcs with probability 1/2 each, we obtain
the so-called simple stochastic games (SSGs), introduced by Condon [Con92, Con93] and considered
in several papers [GH08, Hal07]. In the latter games, the objective of White is to maximize the
probability of reaching the terminal, while Black wants to minimize this probability. Recently, it
was shown that Gillette games with perfect information (and hence BWR-games by [BEGM13a]) are
equivalent to SSGs under polynomial-time reductions [AM09]. Thus, by results of Halman [Hal07],

all these games can be solved in randomized strongly subexponential time 2O(
√
nd lognd), where

nd = |VB |+ |VW | is the number of deterministic vertices. For BW-games several pseudo-polynomial
and subexponential algorithms are known [GKK88, KL93, ZP96, Pis99, BV01a, BV01b, HBV04,
BV05, BV07, Hal07, Vor08]; see also [JPZ06] for parity games. Besides their many applications (see
e.g. [Lit96, Jur00]), all these games are of interest to Complexity Theory: Karzanov and Lebedev
[KL93] (see also [ZP96]) proved that the decision problem “whether the value of a BW-game is
positive” is in the intersection of NP and co-NP. Yet, no polynomial algorithm is known for these
games, see e.g., the survey by Vorobyov [Vor08]. A similar complexity claim can be shown to hold
for SSGs and BWR-games, see [AM09, BEGM13a].

1.2 Main result

The problem of developing an efficient algorithm for stochastic games with perfect information was
mentioned as an open problem in the survey [RF91]. While there are numerous pseudo-polynomial
algorithms known for the BW-case, it is a challenging open question whether a pseudo-polynomial
algorithm exists for BWR-games, as the existence of such an algorithm would imply also the poly-
nomial solvability of this class of games [AM09]. Our main result can be viewed as a partial solution
of this problem, for the case when the number of random positions is fixed.

For a BWR-game G let us denote by n = |VW |+ |VB |+ |VR| the number of positions, by k = |VR|
the number of random positions, and assume that all local rewards are integral with maximum
absolute value R, and all transition probabilities are rational with common denominator D. The
main result of this paper is as follows.

Theorem 1 A BWR-game G can be solved in (nDk)O(k)R · polylogR time.

1In fact, BW-games on arbitrary digraphs can be polynomially reduced to BW-games on bipartite graphs
[BEGM13a]; moreover, the latter class can further be reduced to BW-games on complete bipartite graphs [CHKN14].
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As we shall see from our proof in Section 4, one can replace nO(k) in the above theorem by
poly(n)ν(G)O(k), where ν(G) is defined by a parametrized BW-game obtained form G. For stochastic
terminal payoff games with t terminals, it can be shown that ν(G) ≤ t + 1. Thus, Theorem 1
extends the results in [CdAH09, DG11, GH08, IJM12] and unifies them with the pseudo-polynomial
algorithms for deterministic mean payoff games [GKK88, Pis99, ZP96].

It is important to note that the above result requires a new technique to solve BWR-games. Ap-
proximating by discounted games cannot give the claimed complexity. The example in [BEGM13b]
shows that ones needs to choose β exponentially (in n) close to 1 even if we have only a single
random position.

Theorem 1 combined with the reduction in [BEF+11] implies that we can obtain an ε-saddle
point for a BWR-game in time poly(n,Dk, 1

ε ).

1.3 Main idea of the proof

Our approach for proving Theorem 1 relies heavily on reducing the computation of uniformly optimal
strategies for a general BWR-game to the case of ergodic BWR-games, i.e., those in which the
(optimal) value does not depend on initial position, and showing that this special case can be solved
in (Dk)O(k)R · poly(n, logR) time.

Our algorithm for the ergodic case is based on potential transformations which change the local
reward without changing the normal form of the game; see Section 2.3. We would like to bring
the local rewards to such a form that every locally optimal move is also globally optimal. Starting
from zero potentials, and depending on the current locally optimal rewards (maximum for White,
minimum for Black, and average for Random), the algorithm keeps selecting a subset of positions
and reducing their potentials until either the locally optimal rewards at different positions become
sufficiently close to each other, or a proof of non-ergodicity is obtained in the form of a certain
partition of the positions. The upper bound on the running time consists of three technical parts.
The first one is to show that if the number of iterations becomes too large, then there is a large
enough potential gap to ensure non-ergodicity. In the second part, we show that the range of
potentials can be kept sufficiently small throughout the algorithm, namely ‖x∗‖∞ ≤ nRk(2D)k, and
hence the range of the transformed rewards does not explode. The third part concerns the required
accuracy. We show that it is enough to use an accuracy of

ε < (k2kD2k+2)−1 (2)

in order to guarantee that the algorithm either finds the exact value or discovers non-ergodicity. As
we shall see below, this accuracy is also enough to find an optimal strategy in the non-ergodic case.
This contrasts with the fact that there is an example with k = 1, in which the difference between two
distinct values is exponentially small in n; see [BEGM13b]. We also show the lower bound DΩ(k) on
the running time of the algorithm of Theorem 1 by constructing a series of games, with only random
positions (that is, weighted Markov chains).

For a non-ergodic game, the above algorithm can be used to find the classes of positions with the
largest and smallest values, but cannot find other classes, since they interact via random positions.
We proceed further by following the idea in [GH08] in guessing the order of values of the random
positions. However, unlike in the case for SSGs, the resulting game is still very complicated, and
in fact, even if we know the actual values of all the positions, it is not clear how to find optimal
strategies realizing these values. Nevertheless, we show that if the values are known, then the
problem can be reduced to the ergodic case. Then to utilize the algorithm for the ergodic case, we
employ the idea of parametric search to reduce the search space for all values into a set of k-tuples
of rational intervals of cardinality at most ν(G)O(k). Using such a set of tuples we can iteratively
replace random positions by self-loops on which the local reward is a guessed value. In more details:

1. We iterate steps 2, 3 and 4 below over the random positions in the guessed order, keeping only
the positions with highest rank (and hence having the same optimal value), and deleting all
the other random positions. We iterate until no random positions remain, in which case we
solve a BW-game.
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2. We consider the situation when all the kept random positions are replaced by a self-loop with
local reward parameter x; we show that the value of any position in the resulting game defines
an interval on the real line, as x changes from −∞ to +∞. We identify a set of at most
ν(G) + 1 maximal intervals, in each of which, the values of different positions as functions of
x are either constant or equal to x in the entire interval.

3. Since we do not know the real value of x, we guess among the identified intervals one that
contains x; for the guessed interval, we provide optimal strategies for the positions that have
values above the lower bound of the interval, assuming our guess is correct.

4. Each of our guesses above yields a pair of strategies that can be verified for optimality by
solving two MDPs.

Note that the number of guesses is bounded by (kν(G))O(k).

Remark 1 It is interesting to note that in the BW-model the ergodic case is as difficult as the
general one [GKK88] while in the BWR-model the non-ergodic case seems more difficult, see Section
4.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Markov chains

Let (G = (V,E), P ) be a Markov chain, and let C1, . . . , Ck ⊆ V be the vertex sets of the strongly
connected components (classes) of G. For i 6= j, let us (standardly) write Ci ≺ Cj if there is an arc
(v, u) ∈ E such that v ∈ Ci and u ∈ Cj . The components Ci, such that there is no Cj with Ci ≺ Cj
are called the absorbing (or recurrent) classes, while the other components are called transient or
non-recurrent. Let J = {i | Ci is absorbing}, A = ∪i∈JCi, and T = V \ A. For X,Y ⊆ V , a matrix
H ⊆ RV×V , a vector h ⊆ RV , we denote by H[X;Y ] the submatrix of H induced by X as rows
and Y as columns, and by h[X] the subvector of h induced by X. Let I = I[V ;V ] be the |V | × |V |
identity matrix, e = e[V ] be the vector of all ones of dimension |V |. For simplicity, we drop the
indices of I[·, ·] and e[·], when they are understood from the context. Then P [Ci;Cj ] = 0 if Cj ≺ Ci,
and hence in particular, P [Ci;Ci]e = e for all i ∈ J , while P [T, T ]e has at least one component of
value strictly less than 1.

The following are well-known facts about P i and the limiting distribution pw = ewP
∗, when the

initial distribution is the wth unit vector ew of dimension |V | (see, e.g., [KS63]):

(L1) pw[A] > 0 and pw[T ] = 0;

(L2) limi→∞ P i[V ;T ] = 0;

(L3) rank(I − P [Ci;Ci]) = |Ci| − 1 for all i ∈ J , rank(I − P [T ;T ]) = |T |, and (I − P [T ;T ])−1 =∑∞
i=0 P [T ;T ]i;

(L4) the absorption probabilities yi ∈ [0, 1]V into a class Ci, i ∈ J , are given by the unique solution
of the linear system: (I − P [T ;T ])yi[T ] = P [T ;Ci]e, yi[Ci] = e and yi[Cj ] = 0 for j ∈ J with
j 6= i;

(L5) the limiting distribution pw ∈ [0, 1]V is given by the unique solution of the linear system:
pw[Ci](I − P [Ci;Ci]) = 0, pw[Ci]e = yi(w), for all i ∈ J , and pw[T ] = 0.

2.2 BWR-games, solvability and ergodicity

A BWR-game G = (G, p, r) is given by a digraph G = (V,E), where V = VW ∪VB ∪VR is a partition
of the vertices; G may have loops and multiple arcs, but no terminal positions, i.e., positions of
out-degree 0; p(v, u) are probabilities for v ∈ VR, (v, u) ∈ E satisfying

∑
u | (v,u)∈E p(v, u) = 1 for

all v ∈ VR; and r : E → R is a local reward function. For convenience we will also assume that
p(v, u) > 0 whenever (v, u) ∈ E and v ∈ VR, and set p(v, u) = 0 for (v, u) 6∈ E.
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Standardly, we define a strategy sW ∈ SW (respectively, sB ∈ SB) as a mapping that assigns
a position u ∈ V , such that (v, u) ∈ E, to each position v ∈ VW (respectively, v ∈ VB). A pair
of strategies s = (sW , sB) is called a situation. Given a BWR-game G = (G, p, r) and situation
s = (sB , sW ), we obtain a weighted Markov chain Gs = (Ps, r) with transition matrix Ps in the
obvious way:

ps(v, u) =

 1 if (v ∈ VW and u = sW (v)) or (v ∈ VB and u = sB(v));
0 if (v ∈ VW and u 6= sW (v)) or (v ∈ VB and u 6= sB(v));
p(v, u) if v ∈ VR.

In the obtained Markov chain Gs = (Ps, r), we define the limiting (mean) effective payoff µGs(v) =
µs(v) as

µs(v) =
∑
w∈V

p∗s(v, w)
∑
u

ps(w, u)r(w, u), (3)

where p∗s(v, w) is the limit probability in Gs to be at position w when the initial position is v
(see Section 2.1 for more details). It is known [Gil57, LL69] that every such game has a pair of
(uniformly optimal) pure stationary strategies (s∗W , s

∗
B) such that for any other pair of stationary

strategies (sW , sB) and for every initial position v, the following hold:

µ(sW ,s∗B)(v) ≤ µ(s∗W ,s∗B)(v) ≤ µ(s∗W ,sB)(v).

The quantity µ(s∗W ,s∗B)(v) is called the value of the game starting from position v, and will be denoted
by µG(v), or simply by µ(v) if the game is clear from the context. The value µG(v) may depend on
v. The BWR-game G = (G, p, r) is called ergodic if the value µ(v) is the same for all initial positions
v ∈ V .

2.3 Potential transformations and canonical forms

Given a BWR-game G = (G, p, r), let us introduce a mapping x : V → R, whose values x(v) will be
called potentials, and define the transformed reward function rx : E → R as:

rx(v, u) = r(v, u) + x(v)− x(u), where (v, u) ∈ E. (4)

It is not difficult to verify that the two normal forms of the obtained game Gx and the original
game G, are the same, and hence the games Gx and G are equivalent (see [BEGM13a]). In particular,
their optimal (pure stationary) strategies coincide, and their value functions also coincide: µGx = µG .

It is known that for BW-games there exists a potential transformation such that, in the obtained
game the locally optimal strategies are globally optimal, and hence, the value and optimal strategies
become obvious [GKK88]. This result was extended for the more general class of BWR-games in
[BEGM13a]: in the transformed game, the equilibrium value µG(v) = µGx(v) is given simply by the
maximum local reward for v ∈ VW , the minimum local reward for v ∈ VB , and the average local
reward for v ∈ VR. In this case we say that the transformed game is in canonical form. To define this
more formally, let us use the following notation throughout this section: Given functions f : E → R
and g : V → R, we define the functions M̄ [f ], M̄ [g] : V → R.

M̄ [f ](v) =


maxu|(v,u)∈E f(v, u), for v ∈ VW ,
minu|(v,u)∈E f(v, u), for v ∈ VB ,∑
u|(v,u)∈E p(v, u) f(v, u), for v ∈ VR.

M̄ [g](v) =


maxu|(v,u)∈E g(u), for v ∈ VW ,
minu|(v,u)∈E g(u), for v ∈ VB ,∑
u|(v,u)∈E p(v, u) g(u), for v ∈ VR.

We say that a BWR-game G is in canonical form if there exist vectors µ, x ∈ RV such that

(C1) µ = M̄ [µ] = M̄ [rx] and,
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(C2) for every v ∈ VW ∪ VB , every move (v, u) ∈ E such that µ(v) = rx(v, u) must also have
µ(v) = µ(u), or in other words, every locally optimal move (v, u) is globally optimal.

Canonical forms were defined for BW-games in [GKK88], and extended to BWR-games and other
more classes of stochastic games in [BEGM13a]. It was shown in [GKK88] that there always exists a
potential transformation x such that the optimal local rewards M̄ [rx](v) in a BW-game are equal to
the game’s value µ(v) at each vertex v. This result was extended in [BEGM13a] to the BWR-case.

Theorem 2 ([BEGM13a]) For each BWR-game G, there is a potential transformation (4) bring-
ing G to canonical form. Furthermore, in a game in canonical form we have µG = M̄ [r].

In this paper we will provide an algorithm for finding such a potential transformation in the
ergodic case.

Proposition 1 If in a BWR-game if there exits and constant m such that M̄ [r] = m for all v ∈ V ,
then (i) every locally optimal strategy is optimal and (ii) the game is ergodic: m = µ(v) is its value
for every initial position v ∈ V .

Proof Indeed, if White (Black) applies a locally optimal strategy then after every own move
(s)he will get (pay) m, while for each move of the opponent the local reward will be at least (at
most) m, and finally, for each random position the expected local reward is m. Thus, every locally
optimal strategy of a player is optimal. Furthermore, if both players choose their optimal strategies
then the expected local reward E[r(ei)] equals m for every step i. Hence, the value of the game

limT→∞
1

T+1

∑T
i=0 bi equals m. �

2.4 Sufficient conditions for ergodicity of BWR-games

A digraph G = (V = VW ∪ VB ∪ VR, E) is called ergodic if all BWR-games G = (G, p, r) on G
are ergodic. We will give a simple characterization of ergodic digraphs, which, obviously, provides
a sufficient condition for ergodicity of BWR-games. For BW-games (that is, in case R = ∅) such
characterization was given in [GL89].

In addition to partition V = VW ∪VB∪VR, let us consider another partition Π : V = V +∪V −∪V 0

with the following properties:

(i) Sets V + and V − are not empty (while V 0 might be empty).

(ii) There is no arc (v, u) ∈ E such that either v ∈ (VW∪VR)∩V − and u 6∈ V −, or v ∈ (VB∪VR)∩V +

and u 6∈ V +. In other words, White cannot leave V −, Black cannot leave V +, and there are
no random moves leaving V + or V −.

(iii) For each v ∈ VW ∩ V + (respectively, v ∈ VB ∩ V −) there is a move (v, u) ∈ E such that
u ∈ V + (respectively, u ∈ V −). In other words, White (Black) cannot be forced to leave
V + (respectively, V −).

In particular, the properties above imply that the induced subgraphs G[V +] and G[V −] have no
terminal vertices.

A partition Π : V = V + ∪ V − ∪ V 0 satisfying (i), (ii), and (iii) will be called a contra-ergodic
partition for digraph G = (VW ∪ VB ∪ VR, E).

Theorem 3 A digraph G is ergodic iff it has no contra-ergodic partition.

Proof “Only if part”. Let Π : V = V + ∪V − ∪V 0 be a contra-ergodic partition of G. Let us assign
arbitrary positive probabilities to random moves such that

∑
u | (v,u)∈E p(v, u) = 1 for all v ∈ VR.

We still have to assign a local reward r(v, u) to each move (v, u) ∈ E. Let us define r(v, u) = 1
whenever v, u ∈ V +, r(v, u) = −1 whenever v, u ∈ V −, and r(v, u) = 0 otherwise. Clearly, if the
initial position is in V + (respectively, in V −) then the value of the obtained game is 1 (respectively,
−1). Hence, the corresponding game is not ergodic.
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“If part”. Given a non-ergodic BWR-game G = (G,P, r), the value function µG is not constant.
Let µW and µB denote the maximum and minimum values, respectively. Then, let us set V + =
{v ∈ V | µ(v) = µW }, V − = {v ∈ V | µ(v) = µB}, and V 0 = V \ (V + ∪ V −). It is not difficult to
verify that the obtained partition Π : V = V + ∪ V − ∪ V 0 is contra-ergodic. �

The “only if part” can be strengthened as follows.

A contra-ergodic decomposition of G is a contra-ergodic partition Π : V = V + ∪ V − ∪ V 0 such
that M̄ [r](v) > M̄ [r](u) for every v ∈ V + and u ∈ V −.

Proposition 2 Given a BWR-game G whose graph has a contra-ergodic partition, if M̄ [r](v) >
M̄ [r](u) for every v ∈ V +, u ∈ V − then µ(v) > µ(u) for every v ∈ V +, u ∈ V −. In particular, G is
not ergodic.

Proof Let us choose a number µ such that M̄ [r](v) > µ > M̄ [r](u) for every v ∈ V + and u ∈ V −; it
exists, because set V of positions is finite. Obviously, properties (i), (ii), and (iii) imply that White
(Black) can guarantee more (less) that µ for every initial position v ∈ V + (respectively, v ∈ V −).
Hence, µ(v) > µ > µ(u) for every v ∈ V + and u ∈ V −. �

For example, no contra-ergodic partition can exist if G = (VW ∪ VB ∪ VR, E) is a complete
tripartite digraph.

3 Ergodic BWR-games

3.1 Description of the pumping algorithm

Given a BWR-game G = (G, p, r), let us compute m(v) = M̄ [r](v) for all v ∈ V . The algorithm
proceeds in phases. In each phase we iteratively change the potentials such that either the range
of m is reduced by a factor of 3/4, or we discover a contra-ergodic partition. The starting local
reward function in the next phase is obtained by transforming the initial rewards by the potential
function obtained in the current phase. Once the range becomes small enough we stop repeating
these phases, which allows us to conclude that the game is ergodic.

Now we describe informally the steps in one phase. The general step of a phase, called pumping,
consists of reducing all potentials of the positions with m-values in the upper half of the range by
the same constant δ. It will be not difficult to show that the m-values of all positions in this upper
half can only decrease and by at most δ, while the m-values of all other positions can only increase
and also by at most δ. In each step we will choose δ as the largest constant such that no m-value
leaves the middle half (that is, second and third quarter) of the range. It can happen that δ = +∞;
in this case, we can construct a contra-ergodic decomposition proving that the game is non-ergodic.

Next, we give a more formal description of phase h = 0, 1, . . . Let us denote by xh the potential at
the end of phase h−1, where we set x0 = 0. Given a function f : V → R, let us denote by f+ and f−

its maximum and minimum values respectively. Throughout, we will denote by [m] = [m−,m+] and
[r] = [r−, r+] the range of functions m and r, respectively, and let M = m+−m− and R = r+− r−.
Given a potential function x : V → R, we will denote by mx, Mx, etc., the functions m, M , etc.,
with r is replaced by the transformed reward rx in the above definitions. Given a subset I ⊆ [m],
let Vx(I) = {v ∈ V | mx(v) ∈ I} ⊆ V . In the following algorithm, set I will always be a closed or
semi-closed interval within [m] (and not within [mx]). For convenience, we will write (·)xh as (·)h,
where (·) could be m, r, r+, etc (e.g., m−h = m−

xh , m+
h = m+

xh).

Let m−h = t0 < t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 = m+
h be thresholds defined by

ti = m−h +
i

4
Mh, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, where Mh = m+

h −m
−
h . (5)

Let us introduce x̂(v) = x(v)− δ for v ∈ Vx[t2, t4] and x̂(v) = x(v) for v ∈ Vx[t0, t2). Let us then
introduce the notation mδ

x for mx̂. This notation may look complicated but is necessary since mx̂

depends on x and δ in a complicated way.
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It is clear that δ can be computed in linear time, and we have mδ
x(v) ≥ t1 for all v ∈ Vx[t2, t4]

and mδ
x(v) ≤ t3 for all v ∈ Vx[t0, t2), where mδ

x(v) is the new value of mx(v) after all potentials in
Vx[t2, t4] have been reduced by δ. The value of mδ

x is given by the following formula:

max

 max
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t2,t4]

{rx(v, u)}, max
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t0,t2)

{rx(v, u)} − δ

 for v ∈ VW ∩ Vx[t2, t4],

min

 min
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t2,t4]

{rx(v, u)}, min
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t0,t2)

{rx(v, u)} − δ

 for v ∈ VB ∩ Vx[t2, t4],

∑
(v,u)∈E,

u∈V

p(v, u)rx(v, u)− δ
∑

(v,u)∈E,
u∈Vx[t0,t2)

p(v, u) for v ∈ VR ∩ Vx[t2, t4],

max

 max
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t2,t4]

{rx(v, u)}+ δ, max
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t0,t2)

{rx(v, u)}

 for v ∈ VW ∩ Vx[t0, t2),

min

 min
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t2,t4]

{rx(v, u)}+ δ, min
(v,u)∈E,

u∈Vx[t0,t2)

{rx(v, u)}

 for v ∈ VB ∩ Vx[t0, t2),

∑
(v,u)∈E,

u∈V

p(v, u)rx(v, u) + δ
∑

(v,u)∈E,
u∈Vx[t2,t4]

p(v, u) for v ∈ VR ∩ Vx[t0, t2).

Note that |mδ
x(v)−mx(v)| ≤ δ. It is also important to note that δ ≥Mh/4. Indeed, the m-values

of positions from Vx[t2, t4] cannot increase, while those of positions from Vx[t0, t2) cannot decrease.
Each of them would have to traverse a distance of at least Mh/4 before it can reach the border of
the interval Vx[t1, t3]. Moreover, if after some iteration one of the sets Vx[t0, t1) or Vx(t3, t4] becomes
empty then the range of mx is reduced at least by 25%.

Procedure PUMP(G, ε) below tries to reduce any BWR-game G by a potential transforma-
tion x into one in which Mx ≤ ε. Two subroutines are used in the procedure. REDUCE-
POTENTIALS(G, x) replaces the current potential x with another potential with a sufficiently small
norm; see Lemma 4 in Subsection 3.4. This reduction is needed since without it the potentials and,
hence, the transformed local rewards too, may grow exponentially; see the analysis of Rh and Nh
in the proof of Lemma 5. The second routine FIND-PARTITION(G, x) uses the current potential
vector x to construct a contra-ergodic decomposition of G (cf. line 19 of the algorithm below), see
Subsection 3.3 for the details.

Note the algorithm can terminate in 3 ways:

1. δ = +∞ in some iteration. In this case, (V + = Vx[t0, t2), V − = Vx[t2, t4], V 0 = ∅) is a
contra-ergodic partition as can be checked from the definition of mδ

x.

2. The number of pumping iterations performed in some phase h reaches

Nh =

⌊
8n2RhD

k

Mh

⌋
+ 1, (6)

where Rh = r+
h − r

−
h , and yet the range of mh is not reduced. In this case, we can find a

contra-ergodic decomposition by the second subroutine FIND-PARTITION(G, x); see Lemma
3.

3. Mx ≤ ε and ε satisfies (2). In this case we can prove that a pair of locally optimal strategies
with respect to rx is optimal in the game G; we show this in Section 3.5.

To describe the main idea of the analysis, we will first argue in Section 3.2 that the algorithm
terminates in finite time if the considered BWR-game is ergodic, even if we set N0 = +∞. In the
following section, this argument will be made quantitative with the precise bound on the running
time. In Section 3.6, we will show that our bound on the running time is tight since we can construct
a weighted Markov chain (that is, an R-game) providing an exponential lower bound in k.
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3.2 Proof of finiteness for the ergodic case

To simplify notation, we can assume without loss of generality (by shifting and scaling the local
rewards) that the range of m is [0, 1], that is, ti = i

4 , for i = 0, . . . , 4, and that the initial potential
x0 = 0. Suppose indirectly that phase 0 of the algorithm does not terminate, that is, V [0, 1

4 ) and
V ( 3

4 , 1] never become empty and the m-range never gets smaller than 1
2 .

Consider the infinite sequence of iterations and denote by V − ⊆ V (respectively, by V + ⊆ V )
the set of vertices that were pumped just finitely many times (respectively, always but finitely many
times); in other words, mx(v) ∈ [ 1

2 , 1] if v ∈ V + (respectively, mx(v) ∈ [0, 1
2 ) if v ∈ V −) for all but

finitely many iterations. By the above assumption, we have

∅ 6= V [0,
1

4
) ⊆ V − ⊆ V [0,

1

2
), (7)

∅ 6= V (
3

4
, 1] ⊆ V + ⊆ V [

1

2
, 1]. (8)

Proposition 3 The partition Π : V = V +∪V −∪V 0, where V 0 = V \(V +∪V −), is a contra-ergodic
decomposition.

Proof First, let us check properties (i), (ii), (iii) of Section 2.4. First, (i) follows by (7) and (8). Let
us observe that the transformed local reward on any arc leaving V + (resp., V −) are = +∞ (resp.,
is −∞). This implies (ii) and (iii).

Finally, it follows from (7) and (8) also that mx(v) > 1
2 for all v ∈ V +, while mx(v) ≤ 1

2 for all
v ∈ V −. Hence the claim follows by Proposition 2. �

In other words, our algorithm is finite for the ergodic BWR-games. Below we shall give an upper
bound for the number of iterations a vertex can “oscillate” in [0, 1

4 ) or ( 3
4 , 1] before it finally enters

[ 1
4 ,

3
4 ] (to stay there forever).

Remark 2 For general stochastic games (with imperfect information), the value might not exist
[Gil57]. Nevertheless, the pumping algorithm can be extended [BEGM14]. This algorithm either
(i) certifies that the game is 24ε-ergodic, that is, it finds a potential transformation x such that all
local values mx(v) are within an interval of length 24ε, or (ii) presents a contra-ergodic partition
similar to the one described in Section 2.4; in particular, we obtain two positions u and v such that
|µ(u)− µ(v)| > ε.

3.3 Finding a contra-ergodic decomposition: FIND-PARTITION(G, x)
We assume throughout this section that we are inside phase h of the algorithm, which started with
a potential xh, and we proceed to step 19. For simplicity, we assume that the phase starts with
local reward function r = rh and hence2 xh = 0. Given a potential vector x, we use the following
notation:

EXTx = {(v, u) ∈ E | v ∈ VB ∪ VW and rx(v, u) = mx(v)},

and recall that x− = min{x(v) | v ∈ V }. Let tl ≤ 0 be the largest value satisfying the following
conditions:

(i) there are no arcs (v, u) ∈ E with v ∈ VW ∪ VR, x(v) ≥ tl and x(u) < tl;

(ii) there are no arcs (v, u) ∈ EXTx with v ∈ VB , x(v) ≥ tl and x(u) < tl.

Let X = {v ∈ V | x(v) ≥ tl}. In words, X is the set of positions with potential as close to 0 as
possible, such that no white or random position in X has an arc crossing to V \ X, and no black
position has an extremal arc crossing to V \X. Similarly, define tu ≥ x− to be the smallest value
satisfying the following conditions:

2in particular, note that rx(v, u) and mx(v) are used, for simplicity of notation, to actually mean rx+xh (v, u) and
mx+xh (v), respectively.
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Algorithm 1 PUMP(G, ε)
Input: A BWR-game G = (G = (V,E), P, r) and a desired accuracy ε
Output: Either a potential x : V → R s.t. |mx(v)−mx(u)| ≤ ε for all u, v ∈ V , or a contra-ergodic

decomposition
1: let h := 0; x = xh := 0; i := 1
2: let t0, t1, . . . , t4, and Nh be as given by (5) and (6)
3: while i < Nh do
4: if Mx ≤ ε then
5: return x and halt
6: end if
7: δ := max{δ′| mδ′

x (v) ≥ t1 for all v ∈ Vx[t2, t4] and mδ′

x (v) ≤ t3 for all v ∈ Vx[t0, t2)}
8: if δ =∞ then
9: return the contra-ergodic partition (V + = Vx[t0, t2), V − = Vx[t2, t4], V 0 = ∅)

10: end if
11: x(v) := x(v)− δ for all v ∈ Vx[t2, t4]
12: if Vx[t0, t1) = ∅ or Vx(t3, t4] = ∅ then
13: xh+1 := x:=REDUCE-POTENTIALS(G, x); h = h+ 1; i := 1
14: recompute the thresholds t0, t1, . . . , t4 and Nh using (5) and (6)
15: else
16: i := i+ 1;
17: end if
18: end while
19: (V +, V −, V 0):=FIND-PARTITION(G, x)
20: return the contra-ergodic partition (V +, V −, V 0)

(iii) there are no arcs (v, u) ∈ E with v ∈ VB ∪ VR, x(v) ≤ tu and x(u) > tu;

(iv) there are no arcs (v, u) ∈ EXTx with v ∈ VW , x(v) ≤ tu and x(u) > tu,

and let Y = {v ∈ V | x(v) ≤ tu}. Note that both tl and tu trivially exist. Note also that the sets X
and Y can be computed in O(|V | log |V |+ |E|) time. Define θ = min{p(v, u) | (v, u) ∈ E} to the be
the smallest positive transition probability. Clearly, θ ≥ 1

D .

Lemma 1 It holds that max{−tl, tu − x−} ≤ nRh
(

1
θ

)k
.

To prove Lemma 1, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 2 Consider any move (v, u) ∈ E and let x be the current potential. Then

x(u) ≥

{
x(v)− (m+

h − r
−
h ) if either (v ∈ VW and (v, u) ∈ E) or (v ∈ VB and (v, u) ∈ EXTx)

x(v)−(m+
h−r

−
h )

θ if v ∈ VR and (v, u) ∈ E,

and

x(u) ≤

{
x(v) + r+

h −m
−
h if either (v ∈ VB and (v, u) ∈ E) or (v ∈ VW and (v, u) ∈ EXTx)

x(v)+r+
h−m

−
h−(1−θ)x−

θ if v ∈ VR and (v, u) ∈ E.

Proof We only consider the case for v ∈ VR, as the other claims are obvious from the definitions.
For the first claim, assume that x(v) ≥ x(u), since otherwise there is nothing to prove. Then from
mx(v) ≤ m+

h , it follows that

m+
h − r

−
h ≥ m+

h −
∑
u′

p(v, u′)rh(v, u′)

≥ p(v, u)(x(v)− x(u)) +
∑
u′ 6=u

p(v, u′)(x(v)− x(u′))

≥ θ(x(v)− x(u)) + x(v)(1− θ),
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from which our claim follows. The other claim can be proved by a similar argument (by replacing
x(·) by x− − x(·) and m+

h − r
−
h by r+

h −m
−
h ). �

Proof of Lemma 1. By definition of X, for every position v ∈ X there must exist (not necessarily
distinct) positions v0, v1, . . . , v2j = v ∈ X, j ≤ |X|, such that x(v0) = 0, and for i = 1, 2, . . . , j,
x(v2i) ≥ x(v2i−1), and either ((v2i−2, v2i−1) ∈ E and v2i−2 ∈ VW ∪ VR) or ((v2i−2, v2i−1) ∈ EXTx
and v2i−2 ∈ VB). Among the even-numbered positions, let v2i1−2, . . . , v2il−2 be the ones belonging
to VR, and assume withut loss of generality that l > 0 and i1 < i2 < · · · < il. Using Lemma 2, we
obtain the following inequality by a telescoping sum:

x(v2iq+1−2) ≥ x(v2iq−1)− (iq+1 − iq − 1)(m+
h − r

−
h ), for q = 1, . . . , l − 1, (9)

and x(v2i1−2) ≥ −(i1 − 1)(m+
h − r

−
h ).

Now applying Lemma 2 to the pair v2iq−2 ∈ VR and v2iq−1, for q = 1, . . . , l − 1, and using (9)
we obtain:

xq+1 ≥
xq
θ
−
(

1

θ
+ iq+1 − iq − 1

)
(m+

h − r
−
h ), x1 ≥ −(i1 − 1)(m+

h − r
−
h ), (10)

where we write, for convenience, xq = x(v2iq−2), for q = 1, . . . , l. Iterating, we obtain:

xl ≥ −

(
i1 − 1

θl−1
+

l∑
q=2

1

θl−q

(
1

θ
+ iq − iq−1 − 1

))
(m+

h − r
−
h ).

Combining this with the inequality x(v) ≥ xl

θ − ( 1
θ + j − il)(m+

h − r
−
h ) and using θ < 1, we get

x(v) ≥ − j

θl
(m+

h − r
−
h ) ≥ − 1

θk
|X|(m+

h − r
−
h ).

Similarly, one can prove for any v ∈ Y that x(v) ≤ x−+ 1
θk
|Y |(r+

h −m
−
h ), and the lemma follows. �

The correctness of the algorithm follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 3 Suppose that pumping is performed for Nh ≥ 2nTh + 1 iterations, where Th = 4nRh

Mhθk
,

and neither the set Vx[t0, t1) nor Vx(t3, t4] becomes empty. Let V − = X and V + = Y be the sets
constructed as above, and V 0 = V \ (X ∪Y ). Then V +∪V −∪V 0 is a contra-ergodic decomposition.

Proof We pump in each iteration by δ ≥ Mh

4 . Furthermore, our formula for δ implies that once
a vertex enters the region Vx[t1, t3], it never leaves this region. In particular, there are vertices
v0 ∈ X ∩ Vx[t0, t1) and vn ∈ Y ∩ Vx(t3, t4] with x(v0) = 0 and x(vn) = x−.

For a vertex v ∈ V , let N(v) denote the number of times the vertex was pumped. Then N(v0) = 0
and N(vn) = Nh.

We claim that N(v) ≤ Th for any v ∈ X, and N(v) ≥ Nh − Th for any v ∈ Y (i.e., every vertex
in X was not pumped in all steps but at most Th, and every vertex in Y was pumped in all steps
but at most Th). Indeed, if v ∈ X (respectively, v ∈ Y ) was pumped greater than (respectively, less
than) Th times then x(v)− x(v0) ≤ −nRh

θk
(respectively, x(vn)− x(v) ≤ −nRh

θk
), in contradiction to

Lemma 1.
Since Nh > 2Th, it follows that X∩Y = ∅. Furthermore, among the first 2nTh+1 iterations, in at

most nTh iterations some vertex v ∈ X was pumped, and in at most nTh iterations some vertex in Y
was not pumped. Thus, there must exist an iteration at which every vertex v ∈ X was not pumped
and every vertex v ∈ Y was pumped. At that particular iteration, we must have X ⊆ Vx[t0, t2) and
Y ⊆ Vx[t2, t4], and hence mx(v) < t2 for every v ∈ X and mx(v) ≥ t2 for every v ∈ Y . By the
way the sets X and Y were constructed, we can easily see that X and Y will continue to have this
property till the end of the Nh iterations, and hence they induce a contra-ergodic partition. The
lemma follows. �
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3.4 Potential reduction: REDUCE-POTENTIALS(G, x)
One problem that arises during the pumping procedure is that the potentials can increase expo-
nentially in the number of phases, making our bounds on the number of iterations per phase also
exponential in n. For the BW-case Pisaruk [Pis99] solved this problem by giving a procedure that
reduces the range of the potentials after each round, while keeping all its desired properties needed
for the running time analysis.

Pisaruk’s potential reduction procedure can be thought of as a combinatorial procedure for
finding an extreme point of a polyhedron, given a point in it. Indeed, given a BWR-game and a
potential x, let us assume without loss of generality, by shifting the potentials if necessary, that
x ≥ 0, and let E′ = {(v, u) ∈ E | rx(v, u) ∈ [m−x ,m

+
x ], v ∈ VB ∪ VW }, where r is the original local

reward function. Then the following polyhedron

Γx =


x′ ∈ RV

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

m−x ≤ r(v, u) + x′(v)− x′(u) ≤ m+
x , ∀(v, u) ∈ E′

r(v, u) + x′(v)− x′(u) ≤ m+
x , ∀v ∈ VW , (v, u) ∈ E \ E′

m−x ≤ r(v, u) + x′(v)− x′(u), ∀v ∈ VB , (v, u) ∈ E \ E′

m−x ≤
∑

u∈V p(v, u)(r(v, u) + x′(v)− x′(u)) ≤ m+
x , ∀v ∈ VR

x′(v) ≥ 0 ∀v ∈ V


.

is non-empty, since x ∈ Γx. Moreover, Γx is pointed, and hence, it must have an extreme point. Let
us remark that given a feasible point x, an extreme point can be computed in O(n2|E|) time (see,
e.g., [Sch03]).

Lemma 4 Consider a BWR-game in which all rewards are integral with range R = r+ − r−, and
probabilities p(v, u) are rational with common denominator D, and let k = |VR|. Then any extreme
point x∗ of Γx satisfies ‖x∗‖∞ ≤ nRk(2D)k.

Proof Consider such an extreme point x∗. Then x∗ is uniquely determined by a system of n
linearly independent equations chosen from the given inequalities. Thus there exist subsets V ′ ⊆ V ,
V ′R ⊆ VR and E′′ ⊆ E such that |V ′|+ |V ′R|+ |E′′| = n, x∗ is the unique solution of the subsystem
x′(v) = 0 for all v ∈ V ′, x′(v)−x′(u) = m∗x−r(v, u) for (v, u) ∈ E′′, and x′(v)−

∑
u∈V p(v, u)x′(u) =

m∗x −
∑
u∈V p(v, u)r(v, u) for v ∈ V ′R, where m∗x stands for either m−x or m+

x .

Note that all variables x′(v) must appear in this subsystem, and that the underlying undirected
graph of the digraph G′ = (V,E′′) must be a forest (otherwise the subsystem does not uniquely fix
x∗, or it is not linearly independent).

Consider first the case VR = ∅. For i ≥ 0, let Vi be the set of vertices of V at (undirected) distance
i from V ′ (observe that i is finite for every vertex). Then we claim by induction on i that x∗(v) ≤ iγ
for all v ∈ Vi, where γ = max{m+

x − r−, r+ −m−x }. This is trivially true for i = 0. So let us assume
that it is also true for some i > 0. For any v ∈ Vi+1, there must exist either an arc (v, u) or an arc
(u, v) where u ∈ Vi−1. In the former case, we have x∗(v) = x∗(u) +m∗x − r(v, u) ≤ iγ +m+

x − r− ≤
(i+ 1)γ. In the latter case, we have x∗(v) = x∗(u)− (m∗x − r(u, v)) ≤ iγ + r+ −m−x ≤ (i+ 1)γ.

Now suppose that |VR| > 0. For each connected component Dl in the forest G′, let us fix a
position ul from V ′ if Dl ∩ V ′ 6= ∅; otherwise, vl is chosen arbitrarily. For every position v ∈ Dl let
Pv be a (not necessary directed) path from v to vl. Thus, we can write x′(v) uniquely as

x′(v) = x′(vl) + `v,1m
+
x + `v,2m

−
x +

∑
(u′,u′′)∈Pv

`v,u′,u′′r(u
′, u′′), (11)

for some `v,1, `v,2 ∈ Z, and `v,u′,u′′ ∈ {−1, 1}. Thus if x∗(vl) = 0 for some component Dl, then by a
similar argument as above, x∗(v) ≤ γ|Dl| for every v ∈ Dl.

Note that, up to this point, we have used all equations corresponding to arcs in G′ and to vertices
in V ′. The remaining set of |V ′R| equations should uniquely determine the values of the variables
in any component which has no position in V ′. Substituting the values of x′(v) from (11), for
the positions in any such component, we end-up with a linearly independent system on k′ = |V ′R|
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variables Ax = b, where A is a k′ × k′ matrix in which eatch entry is at most 1 in absolute value
and the sum of each row is at most 2 in absolute value, and ‖b‖∞ ≤ n(R+Mx) ≤ 2nR.

The rest of the argument follows (in a standard way) by Cramer’s rule. Indeed, the value of
each component in the solution is given by ∆′/∆, where ∆ is the determinant of A and ∆′ is the
determinant of a matrix obtained by replacing one column of A by b. We upper bound ∆′ by
k′‖b‖∞∆max, where ∆max is the maximum absolute value of a subdeterminant of A of size k′ − 1.
To bound ∆max, let us consider such a subdeterminant with rows a1, . . . , ak′−1, and use Hadamard’s
inequality:

∆′ ≤
k′−1∏
i=1

‖ai‖ ≤ 2k
′−1,

since ‖ai‖1 ≤ 2, for all i. To lower bound ∆, we note that Dk′∆ is a non-zero integer, and hence
has absolute value at least 1. Combining the above inequalities, the lemma follows. �

Note that any point x′ ∈ Γx satisfies Mx′ ⊆ Mx, and hence replacing x by x∗ does not increase
the range of mx.

3.5 Running time analysis

From Lemmas 3 and 4, we can conclude the following bound.

Lemma 5 Procedure PUMP(G, ε) terminates in O(n2|E|R(nk(2D)k 1
ε + logR) time.

Proof We note the following:

1. By (6), the number of iterations per phase h is at most Nh = 8n2Rh

Mhθk
+ 1.

2. Each iteration requires O(|E|) time, and the end of a phase we need additional O(n2|E|) time
(which is required for REDUCE-POTENTIALS).

3. By Lemma 4, for any (v, u) ∈ E, we have rx(v, u) = r(v, u)+x(v)−x(u) ≤ r(v, u)+2nk(2D)kR,
and similarly, rx(v, u) ≥ r(v, u) − 2nk(2D)kR. In particular, Rh ≤ (1 + 4nk(2D)k)R at the
beginning of each phase h in the procedure.

Since Mh ≤ 3
4Mh−1 for h = 1, 2, . . ., the maximum number of such phases until we reach the

required accuracy is at most H = log4/3

(
M0

ε

)
. Putting all the above together, we get that the total

running time is at most

(1 + 4nk(2D)k)R

H∑
h=0

8n2|E|
Mh

+O(n2|E|)H.

Noting that M0 ≤ R and MH ≥ ε, the lemma follows. �

We now give an upper bound on the required accuracy ε.

Lemma 6 Consider a Markov chain M = (G,P ) with k positions in which all the entries of the
transition matrix P are rational numbers with common denominator D. Assume that M has only
one absorbing class. Let p∗ be the limiting distribution starting form any position. Then p∗(v), for
all positions v, are rational numbers with common denominator at most

√
k2k/2Dk.

Proof Consider the system of equations defining p∗: p∗(I − P ) = 0 and 1T p∗ = 1. Let us multiply
by D all the equations of this system and note that all coefficients of the resulting system of equations
are integers in [−D,D]. The value of each component in the solution is given by ∆′/∆, where ∆ is
the determinant of a non-singular k×k submatrix of the resulting system, and ∆′ is the determinant
of a k × k integer matrix. It follows by Hadamard’s inequality that ∆ ≤

√
k2k/2Dk, as the sum of

the entries of each row of P is one. �
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Theorem 4 When procedure PUMP(G, ε) is run with ε as in (2), it either outputs a potential vector
x such mx(v) is constant for all v ∈ V , or finds a contra-ergodic partition. The total running time
is poly(n)(2D)O(k)R logR.

Proof Suppose that the game is not ergodic and let us fix an optimal situation (pair of optimal
strategies) s. Then there must exist at least two absorbing classes in the obtained weighted Markov
chain which have different values. Consider such an absorbing class and contract all arcs (v, u) where
v ∈ VW ∪ VB . We obtain an absorbing Markov chain on a subset of VR. We now can apply Lemma
6 to conclude that the value of any position in this class is a rational number with denominator
at most

√
k2k/2Dk+1. Consequently, the difference between any two different values of absorbing

classes of Gs is at least (k2kD2k+2)−1. If PUMP(G, ε) terminates with Mx < ε then we conclude by
Lemma 6, analogously to the previous arguments, that all mx(v) values are the same. This implies
by Proposition 1 that this is the optimal value and the locally optimal moves are globally optimal.
The running time bound follows now from Lemma 5. �

3.6 Lower bound for ergodic games

Note that if |VR| = 0, there is a simple example with only one player showing that the running time
of the pumping algorithm can be linear in R; see Figure 1.

We show now that the execution time of the algorithm, in the worst case, can be exponential
in the number of random positions k, already for weighted Markov chains, that is, for R-games.
Consider the following example; see Figure 2. Let G = (V,E) be a digraph on k = 2l + 1 vertices
ul, . . . , u1, u0 = v0, v1, . . . , vl, and with the following set of arcs:

E = {(ul, ul), (vl, vl)} ∪ {(ui−1, ui), (ui, ui−1), (vi−1, vi), (vi, vi−1) | i = 1, . . . , l}.

Let D ≥ 1 be an integer. All positions are random with the following transition probabilities:
p(ul, ul) = p(vl, vl) = 1 − 1

D+1 , p(u0, u1) = p(u0, v1) = 1
2 , p(ui−1, ui) = p(vi−1, vi) = 1 − 1

D+1 , for

i = 2, . . . , l, and p(ui, ui−1) = p(vi, vi−1) = 1
D+1 , for i = 1, . . . , l. The local rewards are zero on every

arc, except for r(ul, ul) = −r(vl, vl) = 1 (See Figure 2 for l = 4). Clearly this Markov chain consists
of a single recurrent class, and it is easy to verify that the limiting distribution p∗ is as follows:

p∗(u0) =
D − 1

(D + 1)Dl − 2
, p∗(ui) = p∗(vi) =

Di−1(D2 − 1)

2((D + 1)Dl − 2)
for i = 1, . . . , l.

The optimal expected reward at each vertex is

µ(ui) = µ(vi) = −1 · (1− 1

D + 1
)p∗(ul) + 1 · (1− 1

D + 1
)p∗(ul) = 0,

for i = 0, . . . , l. Up to a shift, there is a unique set of potentials x that transform the Markov chain
into the canonical form, and they satisfy the following system of equations:

0 = −1

2
∆1 −

1

2
∆′1,

0 = −(1− 1

D + 1
)∆i+1 +

1

D + 1
∆i, for i = 1, . . . , k − 1

0 = −(1− 1

D + 1
)∆′i+1 +

1

D + 1
∆′i, for i = 1, . . . , k − 1

0 = −(1− 1

D + 1
) +

1

D + 1
∆l,

0 = 1− 1

D + 1
+

1

D + 1
∆′l,

where ∆i = x(ui) − x(ui−1) and ∆′i = x(vi) − x(vi−1); by solving the system, we get ∆i = −∆′i =
Dk−i+1, for i = 1, . . . , l.
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Lower bound on pumping algorithms. Any pumping algorithm that starts with 0 potentials
and modifies the potentials in each iteration by at most γ will not have a number of iterations less

than Dl−1

2γ on the above example. In particular, the algorithm in Section 3 has γ ≤ 1/min{p(v, u) |
(v, u) ∈ E, p(v, u) 6= 0}, which is Ω(D) in our example. We conclude that the running time of the
algorithm is Ω(Dl−2) = DΩ(k) on this example.

u1

u2

u3

u4 01

R

R

R

R

3
4

1
4

Figure 1: A lower bound example for pumping algorithm for B-games. In this example positions u2

and u3 will oscillate 2R times before converging to value 0.
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D
D+1

D
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Figure 2: An exponential time example.

4 Non-ergodic BWR-games

The main difficulty in solving non-ergodic BWR-games is the fact that random positions may in-
troduce transient classes. In fact, our algorithm developed for the ergodic case can be used to find
the top/bottom classes, and if no random node enters these classes from outside, then we could call
the same procedure (called Find-Top(·)/Find-Bottom(·)) recursively for the rest of the positions and
find an optimum solution. However, this is not always the case. To handle this we need to introduce
parametrized games.

4.1 Preliminary results and basic lemmas

Let G = (G = (V = VB ∪ VW ∪ VR, E), p, r) be a BWR-game. In what follows we will use the
following notation. For a θ ∈ R, let S(θ) := {v ∈ V | µG(v) = θ}. If S(θ) 6= ∅, we refer to it as
an ergodic class. If S(θ) = V the game G is said to be ergodic. Every BWR-game G has a unique

sequence of numbers θ1 < θ2 < · · · < θ` such that S(θi) 6= ∅ for all i ∈ [`] and
⋃`
i=1 S(θi) = V .

Proposition 4 Ergodic classes necessarily satisfy the following properties.

(i) There exists no arc (v, u) ∈ E such that v ∈ VW ∩ S(θi), u ∈ S(θj), and j > i;

(ii) there exists no arc (v, u) ∈ E such that v ∈ VB ∩ S(θi), u ∈ S(θj), and j < i;

(iii) for every v ∈ VW ∩ S(θi), there exists an arc (v, u) ∈ E such that u ∈ S(θi);

(iv) for every v ∈ VB ∩ S(θi), there exists an arc (v, u) ∈ E such that u ∈ S(θi);

(v) there exists no arc (v, u) ∈ E such that v ∈ VR ∩ S(θ1), and u 6∈ S(θ1);
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(vi) there exists no arc (v, u) ∈ E such that v ∈ VR ∩ S(θ`), and u 6∈ S(θ`).

Proof All claims follow from the existence of canonical form for G by Theorem 2, since the existence
of arcs forbidden by (i), (ii), (v), or (vi), or the non-existence of arcs required by (iii) and (iv), would
violate the value equations (C1). �

For a set of positions S ⊆ V , we define the black closure clB(S) (respectively, the black semi-
closure cl′B(S)) of S to be the set of positions which is recursively obtained from S by adding

(1) a position v ∈ VB (respectively, v ∈ VB ∪ VR), if some arc (v, u) ∈ E satisfies u ∈ S, or

(2) a position v ∈ VW ∪ VR (respectively, v ∈ VW ), if all arcs (v, u) ∈ E satisfy u ∈ S.

In words, clB(S) (respectively, cl′B(S)) is the set of positions to which Black can force a move with
probability 1 (respectively, with some positive probability).

The white closure and semi-closure of S, clW (S) and cl′W (S), are defined analogously. Asso-
ciated with a black closure (respectively white closure clW (S)) is a (partial) strategy sB(clB(S))
(respectively, sW (clW (S))) which guarantees Black (respectively, White) a move into S. Similar
strategies are defined with respect to semi-closures.

Observation 1 If µG(v) < z for all v ∈ S then the same holds for all v ∈ clB(S). Furthermore, if
z = θ` then the same holds for all v ∈ cl′B(S) ⊇ clB(S).

We now introduce parametrized games.

To a BWR-game G and a set Y ⊆ V such that every v ∈ VW ∪VB has some arc (v, u) with u ∈ Y ,
we associate the restriction G[Y ] obtained by deleting all positions in V \Y and all arcs (v, u) where
v 6∈ Y or u 6∈ Y . Note that G[Y ] is not a BWR-game in general. Given such a restriction and x ∈ R,

we further define a BWR-game G[Y ](x) and a BW-game Ĝ[Y ](x) as follows:

G[Y ](x): we add a new deterministic position w = w(Y ) with a self-loop (w,w) with local reward x, and
for every v ∈ VR ∩Y add an arc from v to w(Y ) with local reward 0 and transition probability
p(v, w(Y )) := 1−

∑
u∈Y p(v, u) if p(v, w(Y )) > 0;

Ĝ[Y ](x): we remove all arcs leaving v ∈ VR ∩ Y and contract the set v ∈ VR ∩ Y into a deterministic
position w(Y ) (black or white, arbitrarily) with a self-loop (w(Y ), w(Y )) having local reward
value x.

We call such games parametrized BWR-/BW-games (with parameter x).
For a situation s = (sW , sB) such that s(v) ∈ Y for all v ∈ Y , we denote by the s[Y ] :=

(sW [Y ], sB [Y ]) the restriction of s on Y . For brevity in what follows, we will call (v, u) a black,
white, or random arc, depending on whether v ∈ VB , v ∈ VW , or v ∈ VR, respectively.

Lemma 7 (i) Given a BWR-game G = (G = (V = VB ∪ VW ∪ VR, E), P, r), let Ĝ be the BW-
game obtained from G by replacing each random position v ∈ VR with a terminal deterministic
position (black or white, arbitrarily) with a local reward µG(v) on the self-loop (v, v). Then
µĜ(v) = µG(v) for all v ∈ V .

(ii) Let Ĝ be as above and U ⊆ V be such that µG(v) 6= µG(u) for all v ∈ U and u ∈ V \ U . Then
µĜ[U ](v) = µG(v) for all v ∈ U .

Proof (i) By Theorem 2, there is a potential x : V → R transforming G to canonical form and
certifying for all positions v ∈ V that the value of v in G is µG(v). It is obvious that the same

potential gives a canonical form for Ĝ (namely, given by the canonical form equations for G, with
the equations for the random positions dropped), and hence, by Theorem 2 certifies that the value

of v in Ĝ is also µG(v). The proof of (ii) follows also form this argument, since U contains some
complete ergodic classes of G. �
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We will write V (θi) := S(θi)∪{w(S(θi))} and denote by 1 the vector of all ones with appropriate
dimension.

For i ∈ [`], define G[θi] to be the game G[S(θi)](θi). Proposition 4 guarantees that the game G[θi]
is well-defined, that is, for every v ∈ S(θi) there is at least one arc going out of v in G[θi].

The following two lemmas state that if we identify ergodic classes together with their values,
then we can find an optimal strategy in the whole game by solving each ergodic class independently.

Lemma 8 For all i ∈ [`] and v ∈ V (θi), it holds that µG[θi](v) = θi.

Proof Consider a potential transformation x : V → R bringing G to canonical form. Let x′ :
V (θi)→ R be the vector of potentials defined as follows: x′(v) := x(v) if v ∈ S(θi), and

x′(w(S(θi))) := x(v) +
1

p(v, w(S(θi)))

 ∑
u∈S(θi)

p(v, u)(r(v, u) + x(v)− x(u))− θi

 , (12)

for v ∈ VR∩S(θi). Then it is immediate that the pair (x′, θi1) satisfies the canonical form conditions
(C1) and (C2) at any deterministic position v ∈ V (θi). Furthermore for v ∈ VR ∩ S(θi), (x′, θi1)
also satisfies (C1) since, trivially, θi =

∑
u∈S(θi)

p(v, u)θi + p(v, w(S(θi)))θi, and moreover,

θi =
∑

u∈S(θi)

p(v, u)(r(v, u) + x(v)− x(u)) + p(v, w(S(θi)))(0 + x(v)− x′(w(S(θi))))

holds by (12). �

Lemma 9 For i ∈ [`], let si := (siW , s
i
B) be a pair of optimal strategies in G[θi]. Then the situation

s∗ = (s∗W , s
∗
B) obtained by concatenating all these strategies together (that is, s∗W (v) := siW (v) for

v ∈ VW ∩ S(θi) and s∗B(v) := siB(v) for v ∈ VB ∩ S(θi)) is optimal in G.

Proof For a strategy s denote by cs(v) the effective payoff (3) starting from position v in the
Markov chain Gs obtained from G by fixing the arcs determined by s. The lemma follows from the
following claims.

Claim 1 Let s = (s∗W , sB) or s = (sW , s
∗
B), where sB ∈ SB and sW ∈ SW are arbitrary strategies

of Black and White, respectively. Then any absorbing class U in the Markov chain Gs satisfies:
U ⊆ S(θi) for some i ∈ [`].

Proof Without loss of generality, consider s = (s∗W , sB) for some sB ∈ SB . Suppose that there
an absorbing class U in Gs such that U 6⊆ S(θi) for all i ∈ [`]. Let i be the largest index such that
U ∩ S(θi) 6= ∅. By the strong connectivity of the subgraph induced by U in Gs, there must exist
an arc (v, u) from some v ∈ U ∩ S(θi) to some u ∈ U ∩ S(θj) 6= ∅, for some j < i. By Proposition
4-(ii), v 6∈ VB , and by the choice of s, v 6∈ VW . Then v ∈ VR, and since U is absorbing, there are no
arcs in G from v to some u 6∈ U , and in particular to no u ∈ S(θj) with j > i. We get the following
contradiction from (C1):

θi =
∑

u∈S(θi)

p(v, u)θi +
∑

u6∈S(θi)

p(v, u)µG(u) < θi,

since µG(u) < θi for all u 6∈ S(θi). �

Claim 2 µs∗(v) = µG(v) for all v ∈ V .

Proof For non-transient positions, the claim follows from Claim 1, which implies that any absorbing
class of Gs∗ , included in S(θi), is also an absorbing class in the Markov chain (G[θi])si . In particular,
the limiting distribution and hence the value of any position v in such an absorbing class are identical
to the corresponding ones in (G[θi])si , that is, µs∗(v) = µG[θi](v). By Lemma 8, we get µs∗(v) =
θi = µG(v).
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Consider now the set of transient positions T . Using the notation in Section 2.1, let C1, . . . , Ch
be the set of absorbing classes. Then it follows from (L3) and (L4) in Section 2.1 that µs∗ [T ] :=
(µs∗(v) : v ∈ T ) is the unique solution of the equation Ax = α, where A := I − Ps∗ [T ;T ], α :=∑h
i=1 µiPs∗ [T ;Ci]1, and µi is the value µG(v) for v ∈ Ci. Note that this equation is the value

equation given in condition (C1) of the canonical form, where the value µ(v) is set to µG(v) for all
positions v in the absorbing classes. Since the vector x := (µG(v) : v ∈ T ) satisfies this equation, it
is the unique solution, implying that µs∗(v) = µG(v) for all v ∈ T . �

Claim 3 Let s′ = (s∗W , sB) and s′′ = (sW , s
∗
B), where sB ∈ SB and sW ∈ SW are arbitrary strategies

of Black and White, respectively. Then µGs′ (v) ≥ µG(v) and µGs′′ (v) ≤ µG(v).

Proof Without loss of generality we only prove the claim for s′. Let S ⊆ V be the set of absorbing
positions in Gs′ , and ξ ∈ RS be the vector of corresponding values. Then the vector of values for the
set of transient positions T := V \ S in Gs′ is given by the unique solution of the following equation
in y

y = B̄

(
y
ξ

)
= By +Dξ, (13)

where B̄ =
[
B D

]
is a stochastic matrix with B := Ps′ [T ;T ] and D := Ps′ [T ;S]. Similarly, the

value equation for the set of positions T in Gs∗ is given by

x = Ā

(
x
η

)
= Ax + Cη, (14)

where Ā =
[
A C

]
, A := Ps∗ [T ;T ], D := Ps∗ [T ;S], x ∈ RT and η ∈ RS are the vector of values

of the positions in T and S, respectively.
By Claim 2,

[
x η

]
= µG satisfies (14), and by Claim 1 we have ξ ≥ η, since siB is an optimal

Black strategy in G[θi] for all i. Note that Ā an B̄ are identical on any row that corresponds to
a position v ∈ VW ∪ VR. Furthermore, Proposition 4-(ii) implies the following shifting property, for
any v ∈ VB

Ā(v, u) = 1 =⇒ B̄(v, u′) = 1 for some u′ such that µG(u′) ≥ µG(u),

which in turn implies that Ā

(
x
η

)
≤ B̄

(
x
η

)
≤ B̄

(
x
ξ

)
, or

Ax + Cη ≤ Bx +Dξ. (15)

By (L3) in Section 2.1, (I −B)−1 exists and is non-negative. Combining (13), (14) and (15), we get

x ≤ (I −B)−1Dξ = y.

The claim follows. �

This completes the proof of Lemma 9. �

Remark 3 Lemma 9 states that, if we the know values of all the positions, then we can get uni-
formly optimal strategies by solving ` ergodic different games. It should be noted however that, even
if we know those values and the corresponding ergodic classes, a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for
the ergodic case, as the one described in the previous section, does not yield in general a pseudo-
polynomial algorithm for solving the game. The reason is that in our reduction in the proof of Lemma
9, we introduce local rewards on self-loops (v, v) of value µG(v), which might be exponentially small
in n, even for games with a single random position; see, e.g., [BEGM13b]. This is due to the fact
that some random positions are transitional, and hence the precision estimate in Lemma 6 does not
apply.
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In view of the above remark, we need to analyze the structural dependence of the ergodic classes
on the guessed values of the random positions. We achieve this by considering a parametrized
BW-game as described in the next lemma.

Lemma 10 Let v be a position in a parametrized BW-game Ĝ(x), and x, y ∈ R.

(i) If µĜ(x)(v) < x, then for any y ≥ µĜ(x)(v), µĜ(y)(v) = µĜ(x)(v);

(ii) if µĜ(x)(v) > x, then for any y ≤ µĜ(x)(v), µĜ(y)(v) = µĜ(x)(v);

(iii) if µĜ(x)(v) = x, then for any y > x, y ≥ µĜ(y)(v) ≥ x;

(iv) if µĜ(x)(v) = x, then for any y < x, y ≤ µĜ(y)(v) ≤ x.

Proof We prove (i) and (iii); (ii) and (iv) are analogous.

(i) Suppose that µĜ(x)(v) < x and y ≥ µĜ(x)(v). Let (s∗W , s
∗
B) be an optimal strategy in Ĝ(x), and

consider a strategy s := (s∗W , sB), for some sB ∈ SB . By optimality of s∗W in Ĝ(x), v either reaches in

Ĝs(x) the self-loop (w,w), or reaches another cycle C of mean value (that is,
∑
e∈C r(e)/|C|) at least

µĜ(x)(v). In both cases, since y ≥ µĜ(x), v reaches in Ĝs(y) a cycle of mean value at least µĜ(x)(v),

i.e., µĜ(y)(v) ≥ µĜ(x)(v). Now consider a strategy s := (sW , s
∗
B), for some sW ∈ SW . The optimality

of s∗B in Ĝ(x) implies that v does not reach the self-loop (w,w) in Ĝs(x), since x > µĜ(x)(v). This

implies that µĜ(y)(v) ≤ µĜ(x)(v).

(iii) Suppose that µĜ(x)(v) = x < y. Let (s∗W , s
∗
B) be an optimal strategy in Ĝ(x). In Ĝ(y), let us

consider a strategy s := (s∗W , sB), for some sB ∈ SB . By optimality of s∗ in Ĝ(x), v either reaches

the self-loop (w,w), or reaches in Ĝs(x) another cycle of mean value at least µĜ(x)(v). This implies

that, in Ĝ(y), we either have µĜs(y)(v) = y > x or µĜs(y)(v) ≥ µĜ(x)(v) = x. In both cases, we get

µĜ(y)(v) ≥ x. Similarly, if s := (sW , s
∗
B), for some sW ∈ SW , then v either reaches in Ĝs(x) the

self-loop (w,w), or reaches another cycle of mean value at most µĜ(x)(v) = x < y. This implies that,

in Ĝ(y), we either have µĜs(y)(v) = y or µĜs(y)(v) ≤ µĜ(x)(v) < y. In both cases, we get µĜ(y)(v) ≤ y.
�

Corollary 1 For any position v ∈ V of a parametrized BW-game Ĝ(x) there is an interval I(v) :=
[λ1(v), λ2(v)], such that

(i) µĜ(x)(v) = λ2(v) if x ≥ λ2(v);

(ii) µĜ(x)(v) = λ1(v) if x ≤ λ1(v);

(iii) µĜ(x)(v) = x if x ∈ I(v).

Proof Consider a position v ∈ V . Then λ1(v) := µĜ(−R)(v) and λ2(v) := µĜ(R)(v) satisfy the

conditions of the claim. Indeed, Lemma 10-(i) and (ii) imply, respectively, claims (i) and (ii) of the
corollary. Moreover, for any x ∈ I(v), Claims (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 10 imply respectively that
λ1(v) ≤ µĜ(x) ≤ y and y ≤ µĜ(x) ≤ λ2(v), and hence Claim (iii) of the corollary. �

Let Ĝ(x) be a parametrized BW-game with a self-loop of reward x. By Corollary 1, the end-points

of the intervals I(v), for v ∈ V, partition the range [−R,R] into a set of at most 2ν(Ĝ) + 1 ≤ 2n+ 1

intervals I := I(Ĝ(x)), such that the ”structure” of the game with respect to the dependence of the
positions’ values on x is fixed over each interval. That is, for each I = [λ1(I), λ2(I)] ∈ I, there is a
uniquely defined partition S−(I) ∪ S0(I) ∪ S+(I) = V , such that

• µĜ(x)(v) = λ2(v) for all v ∈ S−(I), where λ2(v) < λ1(I);

• µĜ(x)(v) = x for all v ∈ S0(I);
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Figure 3: In this figure we illustrate Corollary 1. The two piecewise linear functions represent the
value function of Ĝ(x) for initial positions u and v, respectively, as functions of x. For the interval
I = [λ1(u), λ2(v)] we have {u, v} ⊆ S0(I), while for I ′ = [λ1(v), λ1(u)] we have u ∈ S−(I ′) and
v ∈ S0(I ′).

• µĜ(x)(v) = λ1(v) for all v ∈ S+(I), where λ1(v) > λ2(I).

Indeed, S0(I) is defined as the set S such that I =
⋂
v∈S I(v); see Figure 3 for an illustration.

It is not difficult to see that for each position v, both λ1(v) and λ2(v) are rational numbers with
integer denominator not exceeding n and integer numerator not exceeding nR.

Lemma 11 Given a parametrized BW-game Ĝ(x) and a position v, we can find λ1(v) and λ2(v) in
time O(n2R log(nR)).

Proof The smallest possible value of µĜ(x)(v) is obtained for x = −R and the largest for x = R.

After this we can do two binary searches to locate λ1 and λ2. Since in each step of the binary search
we solve a BW-game with integer coefficients except for x which is rational with denominator at
most n, the required precision is only 1

n2 . Consequently, we have to solve O(log(nR)) BW-games
and hence the claimed complexity bound follows by [ZP96]. �

We can now apply the above lemma for each position v ∈ V and obtain a set of intervals
{I(v) | v ∈ V }. From these we can obtain the set of intervals I(Ĝ(x)). We shall call this procedure

BW-FindIntervals(Ĝ(x)) which finds this set of intervals I(Ĝ(x)) together with the partitions S−(I)∪
S0(I) ∪ S+(I) = V , for I ∈ I(Ĝ(x)).

In the algorithm, we will use the above results assuming that all random positions have the same
value x, which we do not know exactly. By the above structure we will guess the interval I containing
x. Suppose that our guess is correct. It follows that the sets S+(I) and S−(I) contain no random
positions and hence they provide a set of deterministic ergodic classes for which we obtain the values
and optimal strategies by solving BW-games. On the other hand, the set S0(I) contains random

positions for which the BW-game ̂G[S0(I)](x) has not enough information to obtain the optimal
strategies. For this, we consider the parametrized BWR-game G[S0(I)](x), and find the interval of
x-values for which this game is ergodic. By Lemmas 8 and 9, the optimal strategies obtained for
such ergodic BWR-game will yield the optimal strategies for the corresponding set in G.

Lemma 12 For a parametrized BWR-game G(x), the set I(G(x)) := {x ∈ [−R,R] | G(x) is ergodic}
forms a closed (possibly empty) interval in [−R,R].
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Proof Suppose that G(x) is non-ergodic. Then either

(i) there is a strategy s∗B ∈ SB such that for all sW ∈ SW , there is position v belonging to an
absorbing class CsW in the Markov chain G(sW ,s∗B)(x) with value µG(sW ,s∗

B
)(x) < x, or

(ii) there is a strategy s∗W ∈ SW such that for all sB ∈ SB , there is position v belonging to an
absorbing class CsB in the Markov chain G(s∗W ,sB)(x) with value µG(s∗

W
,sB)(x) > x.

In case (i), since CsW does not include w, the same strategy s∗B guarantees that µG(sW ,s∗
B

)(y) < y,

for any y > x. In case (ii), the strategy s∗W guarantees that µG(s∗
W

,sB)(y) > y, for any y < x. Thus

we conclude that the game G(y) remains non-ergodic for either all y ≤ x or all y ≥ x.
Suppose that there exist τ1 < τ2 such that G(τ1) and G(τ2) are ergodic. Then the claim above

implies that G(τ) is ergodic for all τ ∈ [τ1, τ2]. �

Lemma 13 In a parametrized BWR-game G(x), let τ1 ≤ τ2 be two real numbers in I(G(x)), and
s∗W ∈ SW and s∗B ∈ SB be optimal White and Black strategies in the games G(τ2) and G(τ1),
respectively. Then (s∗W , s

∗
B) is a pair of optimal strategies in G(x) for all x ∈ [τ1, τ2].

Proof By the definition of G(x) the position w with the self-loop forms a single-vertex absorbing
class with value x. Thus, for all x ∈ [τ1, τ2], all other positions have the same value x, since G(x) is an
ergodic game. We claim that for all v ∈ V and sW ∈ SW we have µG(sW ,s∗

B
)(τ1)(v) ≤ τ1 ≤ x. To see

this, consider a strategy s = (sW , s
∗
B) for some sW ∈ SW . In the Markov chain Gs(τ1), any position

v in an absorbing class, that is not formed by the singleton {w}, has value µGs(τ1)(v) ≤ τ1 ≤ x, and
hence it has value µGs(x)(v) ≤ τ1 ≤ x in Gs(x). It follows that the value of any transient position v
in Gs(x) is also at most x since it is a convex combination of the values in the absorbing classes.

Analogously, we obtain that for all v ∈ V and sB ∈ SB : µG(s∗
W

,sB)(x)(v) ≥ x. �

To be able to compute efficiently I(G(x)) and the corresponding optimal strategies mentioned
in the previous lemma, we need a procedure to find the top class of a given BWR-game. This is
provided in the next lemma.

Lemma 14 Let Ḡ := G(pq ) be a BWR-game obtained from the parametrized BWR-game G(x), where

p, q are integers such that p ≤
√
k2k/2DkR and q ≤

√
k2k/2Dk. Then, we can determine both the bot-

tom and top ergodic classes, and find a pair of strategies proving this in time poly(n)(2D)O(k)R logR,
using algorithm PUMP(Ḡ, ε) with ε as in (2) .

Proof We first show how to find the top ergodic class (that is, the set of positions which have the
highest value in Ḡ). We apply Algorithm 2 called BWR-FindTop(Ḡ). It works by calling PUMP(Ḡ, ε)
with ε as in (2). If no contra-ergodic partition is produced then the game is ergodic and its solution
has been already found by the selection of ε, in view of Theorem 4. Otherwise, any position v ∈ V −
and hence in cl′B(V −) has value less than the top value, which can be seen from the value equations
(C1), and using induction as positions are added to cl′B(V −). Thus if we remove all these positions
we get a well-defined game G′ := Ḡ[V \ cl′B(V −)] which includes the top class of Ḡ. By induction,
BWR-FindTop(G′) returns the top class T ⊆ Y := V \cl′B(V −) in G′, and we claim that T is the top
class also in Ḡ. To see this, note that by Proposition 4, there are no black or random arcs from T to
Y \T , and by the definition of Y , there are no black or random arcs from T to V \Y either. Thus, if
s∗ = s∗[T ] is the situation returned by BWR-FindTop(G′), then s∗W guarantees for White in Ḡ the
same value y guaranteed by s∗W in G′. Furthermore, since T is the top class in G′, there is a Black
strategy s̄B = s̄B [Y ] such that µḠ(sW ,s̄B)

≤ y for all White strategies sW = sW [Y ]. By conditions

(ii) and (iii) of the contra-ergodic partition, there is strategy ŝB = ŝB [V −] that forces White to
stay in V − and ensures that µḠ(sW [V−],ŝB)

(v) < y for all v ∈ V − and sW ∈ SW . It follows that the

strategy sB ∈ SB obtained by concatenating s̄B [Y ], sB(cl′B(V −)) and ŝB [V −] satisfies µḠs(v) ≤ y
for all v ∈ V and sW ∈ SW . This proves our claim.

Finding the bottom ergodic class is analogous and can be done by a similar procedure BWR-
FindBottom(Ḡ). �
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Algorithm 2 BWR-FindTop(G)

Input: A BWR-game G = (G = (V,E), p, r)
Output: A set T ⊆ V such that for all v ∈ V , µG(v) = maxu∈V µG(u) and a situation s∗ solving

the game G[T ]
1: Set ε as in (2)
2: if PUMP(G, ε) returns a contra-ergodic partiton (V +, V 0, V −) then
3: FindTop(G[V \ cl′B(V −)])
4: else
5: Let s∗ be the situation returned by PUMP(G, ε)
6: return (V, s∗)
7: end if

Lemma 15 Let us consider a parametrized BWR-game G(x) and let I(G(x)) = [τ1, τ2]. We can
compute τ1, τ2, and the optimal strategies described in Lemma 13 in time poly(n)(2D)O(k)R log2R.

Proof We employ binary search, calling in each step the procedure BWR-FindTop(G(x)), defined
in the previous lemma, with different guessed values of the parameter x. Suppose that we start the
search on the interval [λ1, λ2]. If the top class does not include all the positions then the game is
non-ergodic, and the procedure will return a position v ∈ V , and either a strategy sB ∈ SB certifying
that µG(x)(v) < x or a strategy sW ∈ SW certifying that µG(x)(v) > x. In the former case, we reduce
the search into the interval [λ1, x], and in the latter case, we reduce the search into the interval
[x, λ2]. Since by Lemma 6, the precision needed is (k1/22k/2Dk)−1, we need O(logR+k logD) many
search steps. �

We call the procedure described in the above proof BWR-FindErgodicityInterval(G(x)).

4.2 Description of main algorithm

For a BWR-game G and a parameter x ∈ R, define Ĝ(x) to be the BW-game obtained from G by
replacing each random position v ∈ VR in G with a terminal deterministic position (black or white,
arbitrarily) with a local reward of value x on the self-loop (v, v).

Our algorithm uses four auxiliary routines: BWR-FindErgodicityInterval(G(x)) and find BW-
FindIntervals(G(x)) which we described above; BWR-SolveErgodic(G) which solves a given ergodic
BWR-game G using the pumping algorithm as in Theorem 4; and BW-Solve(G) which solves a
BW-game using e.g. [GKK88, Pis99, ZP96].

For a position v ∈ VR, we define rank(v) = |{µG(u) | u ∈ VR, µG(u) > µG(v)}| + 1. For each
v ∈ VR, our algorithm guesses its rank as g(v). We remark that there are at most kk possible guesses.

For each such guess g : VR → [k], we call procedure BWR-Solve(G, U, g, `, s∗[V \U ]) with U = V
and ` = 1. At any point in time, U represents the set of positions for which strategies have not been
fixed yet.

This procedure keeps constructing complete situations for G until it finds an optimal one or
discovers that our current guess is not correct. Each time we check optimality by solving two MDPs
using linear programming (see, e.g., [MO70]). We will prove that for each guess g the procedure will
only construct O(ν(G)k) complete situations. We will also prove that it always finds an optimal one
if our guess is correct.

We now describe this procedure BWR-Solve(·). For an integer ` ∈ [k], define U ` to be the set of
positions obtained from G by removing all positions in the black closure clB({v ∈ VR | g(v) > `});
these are positions for which the values are smaller than the value of the random positions at rank

`, assuming that our guess is correct. We first form the game Ĝ[U `](x). Then we find the set of

intervals I(Ĝ[U `](x)) using the routine BW-FindIntervals(Ĝ[U `](x)) described above. Then for each
such interval I = [λ1(I), λ2(I)], we consider three subgames, defined by the sets S+(I), S0(I), and
S−(I). By the definition of S+(I), the first subgame G[S+(I)] is a BW-game. Hence, the optimal
strategy s∗[S+(I)] in G[S+(I)] can be obtained by calling BW-Solve(G[S+(I)]). The positions in the
second subgame G[S0(I)] have the same value x. Although we do not know what the exact value of
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x is, we can find the interval of ergodicity of the BWR-game G[S0(I)](x) by calling procedure BWR-
FindErgodicityInterval(G[S0(I)](x)) (step 11). Once we determine this interval [τ1, τ2], we solve
the two ergodic games G[S0(I)](τ1) and G[S0(I)](τ2) using procedure BWR-IsErgodic(·), and then
combine the strategies according to Lemma 13 to obtain an optimal situation for G[S0(I)]. Finally,
the rest of the game is solved by calling the procedure recursively with G := G[U \ (S+(I) ∪ S0(I))]
and ` := `+ 1.

Algorithm 3 BWR-Solve(G, U, g, `, s∗[V \ U ])

Input: A BWR-game G = (G = (V = (VB ∪ VW ∪ VR), E), p, r), a set of positions U ⊆ V , a vector
of rank guesses g : VR → [k], an integer `, and a situation s∗[V \U ] on the set of positions V \U

1: if VR = ∅ then
2: s∗[U ] :=BW-Solve(G[U ])
3: if s∗ is optimal in G then
4: OUTPUT s∗ and HALT
5: end if
6: else
7: U ` := U \ clB({v ∈ VR | g(v) > `})
8: (I, S−, S0, S+) :=BW-FindIntervals(Ĝ[U `](x))
9: for each I = [λ1(I), λ2(I)] ∈ I do

10: s∗[S+(I)] :=BW-Solve(G[S+(I)])
11: [τ1, τ2] :=BWR-FindErgodicityInterval(G[S0(I)](x))
12: s1 :=BWR-SolveErgodic(G[S0(I)](τ1))
13: s2 :=BWR-SolveErgodic(G[S0(I)](τ2))
14: s∗[S0(I)] := (s2

W , s
1
B)

15: if U = (S+(I) ∪ S0(I)) then
16: if s∗ is optimal in G then
17: OUTPUT s∗ and HALT
18: end if
19: else
20: BWR-Solve(G, U \ (S+(I) ∪ S0(I)), g, `+ 1, s∗[(V \ U) ∪ S+(I) ∪ S0(I)])
21: end if
22: end for
23: end if

The following lemma states that if the guess is correct, then the procedure actually solves the
game.

Lemma 16 Let G be a BWR-game. If procedure BWR-Solve(G, U, g, `, s∗[V \ U ]) is called with
g(v) = rank(v) for all v ∈ VR, U = V and ` = 1, then it returns an optimal situation s∗.

Proof Suppose that g is as in the statement of the lemma. We prove by induction (on `) that there
is a path in the recursion tree (from the root to a node at depth `) through which the algorithm
finds correctly all the classes S(θi) := {u ∈ V | µG(u) = θi}, for θi ≥ µG(v) for all v ∈ VR with
rank(v) = `, and that the obtained situation s∗ induces optimal situations in G[θi] for each such i.
This claim together with Lemma 9 would prove the theorem.

For ` = 0 our claim is trivial. Suppose that it is correct up to level ` − 1 and consider the
path form the root of the the recursion tree to a node N verifying this. Consider the call to
procedure BWR-Solve(·) at this node. Assume that µG(v) = x for all v ∈ VR with rank(v) = `.
Let I be the set of intervals computed in step 8, and I ∈ I be the interval for which x ∈ I; this
interval will be eventually chosen in step 9. Since all the positions in clB({v ∈ VR | g(v) > `})
have value less than x, Lemma 7-(ii) implies that the values computed for all positions in the set
S+(I) = {v ∈ U ` | µG(v) > x} are correct.

Furthermore, by definition of S0(I) the subgame G[S0(I)] is ergodic with value x, and hence
x belongs to the interval of ergodicity [τ1, τ2] computed in step 11. By Lemma 13, the situation
s∗[S0(I)] computed in step 14 is optimal in the subgame G[S0(I)].
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This completes the proof of the induction step. �

Proof of Theorem 1. The fact the the algorithm retunrs an optimal situation follows from the
previous lemma. For the complexity analysis, note that the depth of the recursion tree is at most
k+ 1. The number of intervals tried at each recursion level is at most 2ν(G) + 1. The running time
of the local work at each edge of the recursion tree is limited by poly(n)(2D)O(k)R log2R . We have
at most (2ν(G) + 1)k+1 such edges, and hence the claimed complexity follows. �

Finally, we remark that our proof of Theorem 1 actually gives the following stronger bound. For
a BW-game G′, let ν(G′) be the number of distinct optimal values achieved by positions of G′. For

a BWR-game, we extend this by defining ν(G) := maxY⊆V, x∈R ν(Ĝ[Y ](x)). This definition implies
the following observation.

Observation 2 For a BWR-game, ν(G) ≤ n, and for a stochastic terminal payoff game with t
terminals of distinct rewards, ν(G) ≤ t+ 1.

Thus, the algorithm of Theorem 1 solves any BWR-game in time (νDk)O(k)R · poly(n, logR), im-
plying a running time of (tDk)O(k)R ·poly(n, logR) for these games, and of kO(k) poly(n) for simple
stochastic games.
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